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Transit operator’s reality 

 

 

Primary goals: 

- Provide enough capacity in rush hour. 

- Provide decent service all day. 

- Increase ridership. 

- Reduce cost. 

Main problems: 

- Overload on certain lines in rush hour. 

- Cost increases, mainly wages. 

 

 



Typical solutions 

 

 

Measures to increase capacity: 

- Reduce headways down towards 5 min. 

- Increase vehicle size. 

- Add bus lines. 

- Build infrastructure: BRT, Tram, Subway. 

Measures to decrease cost: 

- Increase vehicle size & headway 

- Automate (only on subways, so far) 

 

 



How classic PRT helps 

 

 

Regarding capacity: 

- Radically increased frequency. 

- Radically reduced vehicle size. 

- Not much capacity increase despite costly infrastructure.  

Regarding cost: 

- Automated, so lower O&M cost. 

- Vehicle size therefore not so important for cost. 

 

 



What’s the problem? 

 

 

Classic PRT does not solve the problem the operator 

perceives! 

PRT is a fantastic solution but not to the pressing issue 

at hand. Two possibilities exist: 

- Elevate the question in the operator’s organization to 

  create a major traffic paradigm shift. 

- Adjust PRT to better fit the problem at hand. 

 



Bridging the capacity gap 

 

 

The typical project is to replace an overcrowded bus 

line. The requirements are something like: 

• 5 - 10 km 

• 3000 - 5000 pax/h in 2030. 

The competition is from Tram and BRT. 

The Achilles heal of PRT is the low capacity in this 

scenario. 

 



Example: Gothenburg 

 

 

A bus line along the river currently uses double 

articulated buses (24 m!). In 5-10 years time its 

capacity will not be enough. 

A tram solution has been investigated for a future 

capacity requirement of 3600 pax/h on the busiest 

part. 

PRT has been dismissed as too low capacity. 

 



Example: Gothenburg 

 

 



Three ways to increase capacity 

 

 

1. Reduce headways 

2. Increase vehicle size 

3. Use other operation modes 

Reducing headways has often been suggested 

but so far shorter headways than 3 s have not 

been demonstrated. 

What about the other options? 

- A combination could work! 

 



Increasing vehicle size 

 

 

Increase length 

- Requires articulation. 

- Longer stations. 

+ Fast in stations (many doors). 

+ Co-exists with small PRT vehicles. 

Increase width 

- Higher load per track length.  

- Longer T-arms. 

- Slows station operation. 

Allow standees 

- Higher load per track length.  

- Higher vehicle profile: Longer posts for suspended.  

- Longer ramps.  

- Lower comfort level. 





Capacity measures 

 

 

Line capacity 

The number of passengers transported on a line. 

Station capacity 

The number of passengers that can leave a station. 

Network capacity 

Total number of passengers served by the system: 

(The number PRT proponents love but which has 

little relevance for a single line system). 



Line capacity components 

 

 

- Passenger density (passengers per track meter) 

- Vehicle length 

- Line speed / Smallest curve radius 

- Reaction time / Communication system 

- Breaking ability: Standees / Seated / Tilting / Banking 

- Safety regulations (brick wall stop / probabilistic) 
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Station capacity components 

 

 

- Passengers per cabin / door 

- Vehicle length / Number of doors 

- Door time 

- Braking ability: Standees / Seated / Tilting 
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Different operation modes 

 

 

Line Haul: All vehicles stop on all stations. 

Skip stop: Multiple overlaid line haul lines. 

Bus style: Stop if anyone wants to get on or off. 

PRT: All trips are point to point. 

Combined:Passengers may have to change vehicles. 

Adaptive: All of the above automatically selected by the            

    control system. 



Line haul mode 

 

 

Fill factor approaches 100 % when needed. 

 

Capacity limited to station capacity: 

For 11 cabin trains with 4 pax / cabin this is 

about 5000 pax / hour. 

 

This results in low line utilization (line capacity is  

20000 pax / hour in a typical case). 

  



Bus style 

 

 

• As vehicles skip stations when full system capacity can 

surpass station capacity. 

 

• Stations need to be “single bay” as passengers stop on 

intermediate stations. 

 

• Larger vehicles or parallel stations needed to 

accommodate heavy use stations. 

Gothenburg example with one 1700 pax/h station: 

Vehicle size Mean load Req’d headway Mean wait Mean speed Mean stops 

12 10 10 s 23.4 s 34.4 km/h 0.9 

20 15 15 s 24.5 s 33.7 km/h 1.3 

44 35 35 s 36.5 s 31.6 km/h 1.9 



PRT mode 

 

 

Capacity limited by line capacity and fill factor: 

With 1.5 pax / cabin load about 1400 pax / hour or 

2600 pax/hour for tilting cabins. 

 

This is too low to warrant the investment for one line… 

 

Operators don’t think beyond bus for lines 

where PRT capacity is sufficient!  



Other modes 

 

 

All other modes better than line haul: 

- Fewer station stops on each trip 

- Higher line utilization 

- Higher capacity 

 Conclusion:  

An adaptive system with train capability will always 

perform better than line haul. As long as the line 

haul capacity is enough there’s no need to quantify! 

Adaptive mode defaults to PRT except in rush hour! 


